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PRELIMINARY GEOLOGIC MAP OF ELLIPSE III- 9 -5 AND VICINITY 

General Geology 

Ellipse 111-9-5 ls in a level area between Mare Gognitum 
and Oceanus Procellarum, approximately 125 km southeast of 
the crater Lansberg. Mare material within the mari area is 
covered with a greater num~er of subdued craters than typical 
smooth mare. A ray from the crater Copernicus. situatej:I to 
the north, is visible on telescori-ic and Orbiter JV photographs. 
It trends directly through the ellipse but dissipates in a 
short distance and is not clearly discernible in the southern 
part of the map area. No mare ridges or other positive re
lief features are visible at telescopic resolution, but a 
northerly trending subdued ridge is visible on Orbiter photo
graphs. 

The 1 :700,000 map of site III P-9 (Pohn, 1967) shows that 
the area contained within this 1: 25,000 map is covered with 
Co[Jernicus ray material. Although this is a mappable unit at 
the 1:100,000 scale, several mare units which underlie the thin 
to discontinuous ejecta blanket can be deciphered at the 
1:25,000 scale. These mare subunits are mapped on the basis 
of subtle differences in texture, crater density, and elevation. 
They are subdivisions of unit m2, which has been mapped over 
a large area at the 1:100,000 scale (Pohn, 1967}. Unit m2t-
is most widespread on the present map, and all other units are 
compared to it as a standard. Lineated, relatively highly cra
tf'red, elevated surfaces (mza) are interpreted as oldest. Lev
el, relatively uncratered surfaces (m2c• mf) are considered 
youngest. Two prominent sets of lineaments trend northeast and 
northwest (fig. 1), tending to bourid mare units. 

I 
Figure .--Orientation of mapped lineaments. Segment lengths 

correspond to percent.age of total length of measured 
lineations. 

Superrios1tion relations of crater materials indicate that 
craters are deoraded with time. Accordingly, all craters are 
mapped on the basis of interpreted relative age Crater mor
phology and details of the rim and floor are used to esti"at.e 
age; however, as figure 2 shows, crater diameter is also a 
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Figure 2.--Graph showing relation between crater diameter, 
crater properties, and crater age. The mor!el assu111es 
that crater de~truction has proceeded in a single di
rection uniformly throughout the map area. Each cra
ter category grades without a break into the next. 

factor. For exam~le, Cc5 craters smaller than 100 neters 
generally are stron~ly subdued, '..ihereas those betl-ieen 700 and 
400 n1eters are on1y moderate ly suhdued. Generally, small 
craters are nore quickly subdued than large ones. Crater nate
ria1s more than 100 meters in lateral extent are outlined. 
Below that limit crater materials are identified by number 
only. Crater materials less than 75 meters in extent are not 
mariped. 

The sequence of geologic events \•1itt1i n the map area i s 
as follows: Emplilcement of lava flm·1s, subsequent minor 
vertical movement along regional lineaments, blanketing elith 
ejecta from Copernicus, continuing intermittent volcanism, 
and periodic small-scale blanketing with ejecta from local 
impact events. 

The morphologies of all craters within the map area in
dicate an age no greater than Copernican. This establishes 
an upper age limjt of early or rriddle Copernican for the mare 
units. The 10,~·er limit remains uncertain, but the absence 
of superposed craters Eratosthenfan or older suggests that 
the mare surface itself is no older than Eratosthenian. 
One interpretation is that this relatively young age per
tains only to the Surficial lunar regol1t.h, which happens 
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to be the material mapped at this detcli led scale of l :25,000. 
An alternate interpretation is that volcanic bedrock beneath 
the regolith nay, indeed, be younger llian previously suspect
ed in this and other mare regions. Accordingly, the Procel
larurn Group, which is the rock-stratigraphic unit r,,apped 
within this region at the 7:1,000,000 scale (Eggleton, 1965) 
may, at least in part, be much younger than late Irrbrian. 

The stated absence of Eratosthenian craters, on which the 
arguments of the previous paragraph are based, is perhaps more 
apparent than real. First, the crater classification shO'.-n in 
figure 2 has not been correlated rigorously w_ith existing 
stratigraphic systems. Second,ly, only largercraters are pre
served over long periods of lime. Absence of such craters nay 
simply be a consequence of the sn1all size of the map area and 
the random areal distribution of large craters. 

Engineering Geology 

Craters and their surrounding block fields constitute the 
chief landing hazards. In Cc3-Cc9 craters, slopes may be as 
much as 10° to 15". This estimate is based on a consideration 
of slope measurements reported in the Surveyor III report 
(Natl. Aeronautics and Space Adm., 1967a), and on severa 1 photo
grarrmetri cal ly determined topog raphic profiles prepared for the 
present report. Many blocks in the fie lds shown on the map 
are more than 2 meters in diameter, and some are as much as 
40 meters. Most, if not all, Cc5-Cc3 craters are also sur
rounded by hazardous block fields not resolvable on Orbit.er 
photographs. For example, Surveyor III photographs sho111 blocks 
as large as 2 meters surrounding a crater only 13 meters in 
diameter (Natl. Aeronautics and Space Adm., 1957a, p. 27). 

Lineaments are another potential hazard. Some may actual
ly be open fissures; others may be fissures covered with a thin 
veneer of uncon solidated rubble susceptible to collapse. Cover
ed fissures are especially hazardous since they will be diffi
cult to see, particularly from ground level. 

• 

Thicknesses of the fragmental surface layer have been es
timated using the Oberbeck-Quaide technique (1967). Combined 
data for the entire ellipse are shown in figure 3. Slight 
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Figure 3.--Percentages of normal, flat-bottomed, and con
centric craters of diameter D. :--lethod described by 
Oberbeck and Quaide (1967). The thickness of the frag
mental layer. h, is related to crater diameter, 0, as 
follows: 
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variations exist between individual units. The fragmental 
layer thickness for m2b, the most widespread unit, is in the 
4-6 meter range. On steep crater walls, downslope moveme nt 
of talus causes the fragmental layer to be unusually thin at 
the top of the slope and unusually thick at the crater center. 

Blocks that have impacted the surface and bounced, leav
ing an empty crater, provide additional information on t he 
character of the surface layer. One such association of hlock 
and crater is visible on Orbiter III high-resolution frame 151, 
which shows an area about 60 km northeast of the map area. 
Relationships indicate that the properties of the uppermost 
few meters at this spot are similar to those at the Surveyor 
and III landing areas (Natl. Aeronautics and Space Adm., 1967b, 
p. 62). 

The mare subunits may well be indistinguishable from an 
engineering and trafficability point of view. Crater densities, 
slope distributions, and inferred th1ckness for fragmental 
layer are not markedly different for m2a, m2b, and rr,2c· 

A cumulative distribution for slopes througnout the map 
area is shovrn ,n figure 4. It 10 based on analysis of three 
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Figure 4.--Cumulative s1ope distribution calculated from three 
topographic profiles extending across the mari area paral
lel to framelets. Profiles were photograrrmetrically deter
mined from Orbiter Ill moderate-resolution photographs. 
Horizontal increments for individual slope determinations 
are 65 meters. ' 

photog rammetri ca 1 ly determined tooographi c profi 1 es cons truct.ed 
froo1 Orbiter Ill medium-resolution photo,:irarihs. Each profile 
extends fron:i the east margin of the mao to thf' west margin. 

Experiments conducted by Surveyor Ill, which landed in the 
north-ce ntra l portion of the map area, indicate a static bear
ing capability of 3 to 8 pounds per square inch for the sur
face soil. Surveyor photographs reveal that craters are pre
sent to a lower limit of about 10 cm; the cumL•lative distri
bution is an extension of the same power function calculated 
from Drbiter and Ranger photographs (Natl. Aeronautics and 
Space .~dm ., 1967a, p. 23). Surface debris is widespread. Tl1e 
frequency of occurrence of blocks 2.5 cm and large r is about 
10 per square meter (Natl. ,~cronautics and Space il.dm., 1967a, 
p. 28). 

The surficia1 features photographed by Surveyor III can 
be assumed to be typical of the entire area mapped. The space
craft landed in a greatly suhdued and modified crater (Cq). 
\·Ii thin this crater, the recent history of small-scale impacts, 
ejecta blanketing, and surfilial weathering closely approxi
mates that fo r the entire ellipse. Only in and around Ccs-
Cc3 craters 11ill the surficial materi als be markedly different . 

Scientific Possibilities 

The mosl accessible geologic sariples YJil1 be rock frag
ments of hand-specimen size lying on the surface throughout 
the elli ps e . In Surveyor Ill and \I photographs, many of these 
appear to be volcanic rock fragments. Blocks shown on Orbiter 
photographs of ·this area are a 11 in or adj a cent to craters . 
Correlation of many of the smaller fragments with particu l ar 
cratering events will be difficult, but fragment sl1ape will 
serve as a guide to relative age (e.g., recently ejected frag 
ments \•lill be sharp and angular; older fragments will be sub
rounded and more equidimensional). 

Bright halo and ra)' craters (Cc6-Cc3) occur throughout the 
ellipse; at l east one of these could probably be studied dur
ing a mission. Ejecta hlankets around these craters wi11 con
tain fresh, recently excavated rock fragments. Corrparison of 
t hese samples viith the more corrrnon rubble exposed elsewhere 
will provide information on weathering processes. 

There are no singularly distinctive geologic features 
v.,ithi n the ellipse. Bedrork underlying the regolith is prob
ably exposed in young craters more than 30 meters in diamf'ler. 
Surveyor Ill photographs reveal a crater only 13 IT'eters across 
1·ihich has excavated blocks (Natl. r,eronautics and Space Adm., 
1957a, p. 25-26). However, this crater is on the upper s1ope 
of a larger crater, and the fragmental layer there probably 
is atypically thi n. 
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Contact 

Dashed 1vhere unce rtai n, dotted ·,ihere buried. 

Buried contact 

Buriec unit indicated by syTbol in parentheses. 

Lineament 

Churac te ri s ti cs 
Shallow linear depres,ions. Some lineaments 
display relief of several meters. Craters 
smaller than 50 meters may be alined alono 
some lineaments; commonly craters are sli9h1.
ly extended or polygonized alono li nea11en t 
directions. Closely spaced lin€aments are 
locally prese nt, especially on walls and 
rims of craters greater than 400 meters in 
diameter. Paltcrned ground results where 
lineament sets are closely spaced. 

Interpretation 
Joints determined by a regional stress field 
forming the lunar !=jrid. Vertical dis-place
ment of several meters may have occurred 
along some fractures, particularly those 1-iith 
the greatest lateral continuity. Periodic 
seismic shaking, caused by internal movement 
or i11oact, produces and accentuates these 
joints in youn~ materials as we11 as older 
basement rock. Conspicuous close-spaced 
joints on the large crater rim in the lower 
right corner are evidence of the correlation 
hetl-1een cratering events and surficial pro
pa~ation of the joint system. 

0 
Block field 

Abundant blocks present greater than l meter; 10-
meter blocks not uncorrrnon; 40 meters 11ax1mum size 
on ellipse. 

(3) 
Buried crater 

Crater buried by younger crater material. Number 
indicates surface mo rpholo gic charactaris ti cs. 

c::;:;:y Ch 

Chain-crater material 

Characteristics 
Material in overlapping and alined craters. 

Interpretation 
Probably volcanic crater materfal or poss i
bly secondary impact crater n1aterials. 

+ 
Surveyor III la nd ing site 

~ 

Characteristics 
Only one occurrence, l km west of the map cen
ter. Leve l surface broken by sharp crater~ 
less t han 25 meters in diameter. Fe,,1 craters 
larger than 50 meters in diameter. 

Jnterpretation 
Volcanic f101-1; proba bly most recent within t.he 
map area. 

Interpreted engineering properties 
Thin fragmenta l cover; no blocks on surface 
larger than l meter. 

Scientific interest 
May provide surface outcrop of flow material. 

Elevated mare material 

Chara ct.eris t. i cs 
Occurs in elongate, polygonal areas bounded b_y 
segments of lineaments dnd ~tanding higher than 
adjacent areas. Ridge tops have strong to 
gentle undulations \-iith wavelenoths of approxi
mately 100 1,1eters. SulJdued craiers smaller 
than 50 meters are less common than in unit m2b• 

lnterpretation 
Materia l upwarped by pressure from shallOl'I in
trusions. More prominent mare ridges in the 
Riphaeus Mountains quadrangle (Eggleton, 1965), 
1-1hich have the same northerly trend as the 
ridne in the center of tllis area, exhibit fea
tures suggestive of doming over shallow in
trusions. 

Interpreted engineering properties 
Surficial fragrnental layer is slightly thinner 
than that of unit mzb· Extensive slopes bound 
this unit hut arc not sufficiently steep to 
cause unstab le slope conditions. 

Sci enti fi c interest 
Shallm•.' intrusiori may bf' exposed locally along 
ridge crest or along marqin al slopes. 

rt Is preliminary and haS 
This repO edited or reviewed for 
not been . th u s Geological 
conformity dwi ds a~d n~meoclature. 
survey stan ar 

ORB 111-9-5 

Crater ma ten ab, uru..!iv i<led 

rnn .. : Crater materi als ciccuoying areas larger than 
700 111eters i n l a Leral extent, incl ,;din9 deposits out
side the ri111 crest, are outlired hy ~eologic contacts; 
n1aterial~ ocu·pying areas betl-ieen 75 and 100 meters 
in la teral extent are assir:ned numbers on l y; materi
als '..Jit.hin are~s of less than 75 meters are unmapped. 

Characteristics 

~ 
Rirr crest diameter less than 100 rreters. In
cludes very bright ray material; hul'll1ocks occur 
on floor; crater rim crest sharp. 

I ,,, I 

7 and Cc7, rim crest diarreter less than 100 me
ters. I~c l udes ray material; hummocks oc
cur on floor: crater rim crest slightly 
subdued. 

Cc7, r.im crest diameter 100-400 rreters. In
clude~ ray material; blocks moderate ly a
bundant; relief conspicuous i n floor; cra
ter rim crest slightly subdued. 

' I c,, I 
6 and Cc5, rim crest diameter less than 100 me

ters. Unit is bright; crater rim crest 
moderately subdued. 

Cc5, rim crest diameter 100-400 meters. Unit 
is bright; blocks moderately abundant; 
structural relief moderate in floor; cra
ter rim crest slightly subdued. 

' I ,,, I 

5 and Cc5, rim crest diameter le ss t han 700 
meters. Unit not bright; crater r im crest 
strongly subdued. 

Cc5. rim crest diameter 100-400 meters. Unit 
not bri~ht; scattered blocks occur; struc
tural relief slight i n floor; crater rim 
crest 1-.'ell defined but ~lightly subdued. 

Cc5, rin" cre5t diameter 400-800 meters. Unit 
is bright; blocks abundant; crater rim 
crest 1,·ell defined but slig!-itly subdued. 

' I ,,, I 
4 and Cc4 , rim crest diameter less t han 700 

meters. Crater rim crest slightly 
raised an d crater has shape of shallow 
bowl. 

Cq, rim cres t diameter 100-400 meters. 
Uni t not bright; blocks sparse around 
most craters hut several craters have 
conspicuous block fields; concentric 
structure occurs in rim material; era" 
ter rim crest strongly subdued. 

3, ri111 crest di ameter 75-lflO meters. As
sociated crater is gentle pan-shaped 
depression. 

Cc 3 , rim crest diameter 100-400 meters. 
~ensity of small cr~ters on rim mate
rial same as on surroundinas; indis
tinct concentric structure~in rirn de
posits; crater rim crest slightly 
raised; crater has shape of shallo,1 
bowl. 

Cc3, rim crest diameter 400-800 meters. Few 
blocks occur on rim deposits; block s 
moderately abundant on ~,all; crater 
ri'r crest strongly subdued. 

, I c,, I 

2, rim crest diameter 75-700 meters. As
sociated crater is very gentle de
pression. 

cc 2 , 

cc2 , 

rim cr~t diameter 700-400 meters. Pat
terneUground occurs on 1•.'all; associ
ated crater has pan-shape or is gentle 
depression. 
rim crest diameter 400-800 mete rs. Few 
blocks occur on wal 1; riatterned ground 
occurs on wall; concentric structure 
occ urs on rim deposits; crater density 
on rim slightly lower than that of sur
roundings; associated crater has shape 
of sha11ow bowl. 
rim crest diameter 800 meters-3 km. 
Few blocks occur on rim; abundant blocks 
on wall; crater density on rim lower 
than that of surroundings; crater rim 
crest moderately subdued. 

I ,,, I 

1, rim crest diameter less than 100 meters. 
Associated crater is very gentle depress
ion. 

Cc1, rim crest diameter 100-400 rreters. As
sociated crater is gentle depression. 

Cc1, ri1~ crest dia•neter 400-800 meters. Few 
blocks occur on wall; patterned ground 
occurs on wall; crater density on rim 
same as that of surroundinqs; associated 
crater is pan-shaped depreSsion. 

Interpretation 
Material5 of both primary and secondary im
pact craters; youngest Ccg, oldest CcJ. In
dividual craters are degraded and sub ued by 
erosion from micrometeorites and by slumpino 
due to seismic shaking. ThEse effects are -
progressively more apparent in older (lower 
numbered) craters. The subdued character of 
some Cc1 to Cq craters res~l ts from the 
mant1in~ of the craters with volcanic flow5 
or ejecta materials. 

Interpreted engineering oroperties 
All craters except 100 to 400 meters Cc1 to 
Ccz and 50 to 100 meters Cc2 to Cc3 have 
blocks on their walls and rims and hence con
stitute landing hazards. Depth to cohesive 
substrate on largf' subdued craters is higher 
than average on floors and lov1er than aver
age on rirrs. 

Scientific interest 
The freshest sarnpl e of ejec ted materials will 
be found around the _youngest craters. Sam
ples from craters- of all ages may provide in
fomation on radiation history. 

Level mare material 

Characteristics 
Surface leve l to s 1 i ghtly undulating; abun
dant fres h craters smaller than 50 meters; 
strongly suhdued craters 50-200 meters more 
numerous than on unit Cmf, less nL!:llerous 
than on unit m2b. 

Interpretation 
Vo1canic flo,,1s with mantle of fragmental de
bris t.hi cker than Cmf. 

Interpreted engineering properties 
Fragmental material at the surface arid extend
ing to a depth of 2-4 meters. Blocks larger 
than 1 meter are not abundant: Relief slight
ly less than that of unit mzh· 

Scientific i'nterest 
Typical mare naterial mantled by fragmental de
bris slightly thinner than the average mare 
cover in the map area. Upper part of fragmenta1 
layer may provide sample of Copernicus ray. 

~ 
Mare material 

Characteristics 
Gently undulating to level material, covering 
approximately half the map area. Sharp-rim
med craters, 70-50 meters, cover less than 5 
percent of the terrain and are superposed on 
a background of larger subdued craters which 
cover no more than 20 percent of the surface. 
Lineaments are present but are relatively less 
corrrnon than in m?a. Low sinuous scarps occur 
throughout. Visible blocks absent except for 
local fields around large craters. 

Interpretation 
Volcanic flows covered, at least in part, with 
ejected debris from Copernicus and ejecta from 
superposed craters. Sma11 indistinct sinuous 
scarps may mark- f.low fronts. 

Interpreted engineering properties 
Fragmental material at the surface and extend
ing to a depth of 4-6 meters, slightly greater 
than in most other regions of the map ared. 
Blocks larger than 1 meter are sparse. Ap
proximately 40 percent of the slopes within 
the region are greater than 5° . 

Scientific interest 
Typical mare material. Craters large enough 
to have penetrated the substrate may provide 
samples. It is probable, however, that many 
of the surficial fragments are not derived 
from local substrate but from distant impact 
events, notably Copernicus. 

5J 
Pitted and lineated mare material 

Characteristics 
Appearance variable, but all surfaces show more 
small-scale relief than m2b. Clusters of sub
dued overlapping craters smaller than 50 meters 
are common. Several areas contain overlapping 
subdued craters with diameters approximately 
200 meters. Patterned ground is conspicuous, 
with lineations trending northwest and north
east, similar to lineaments throughout the map 
area. 

Interpretation 
Similar to m2b except that surface material is 
older and has been subjected to more cratering. 
Patterned ground is produced by repeated peri
ods of stress concentrated along regional joints. 
The stress is induced by local impact events 
(seismic shaking). 

I nterpreted engineering properties 
Similar to m2b ~xcept the fragmental layer may 
be thicker and more cohesive; greater thickness 
results from more ejecta rubble. Seismic shak
ing has compacted the rubble, mak1ng it pro
gressively more collesive with depth. 

Scientific interest 
The olde5t mare surface. Surficial fragments 
are more severely weathered than in other units. 
Owing to longer exposure of this unit, sam-
ples migh t provide data on long-term weathering 
effects. 

Crater-cluster materials 

Characteristics 
Materials of many shallow 
contiguous craters, alJOut 
100 meters in diameter. 
i'!o blocks larger than 2 
meters occur around cra
ters. 

In terpreta tion 
Materials formed by sec
ondary impact, rirobably 
of ejecta from Copernicus. 

Interpreted engineering 
properties 

The fragment al layer is 
unusually thick and rub
bly. 

Scientific interest 
Around secondary impact 
craters, samples may con 
tain fragments from con
siderable depth. 

Ch aracteri s ti r.s 
Materials of many pan
shaped contiguous craters, 
about 200 meters in <1ia
meter. no blocks larger 
than 2 meters occur around 
craters. 

I nterp reta ti on 
Materials formed by secon d
ary impact. 

Interpreted engineering 
propert ies 

The fragmental layer 1s 
unusually thick and rub
b ly. 

Scientific interest 
Around secondary impact 
craters, samples ma:, con
tain fragments from con
siderable depth. 
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